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Abstract
This is an explorative study of the application of the monistic Actor Network Theory (ANT)
as a metaphysics, in a field predating with a tendency of excluding the human actant from the
equation of programming language theory. Also it is the application in itself, upon a case of
searching for the human-bound forces that drive the developement of a subset of programming
languages.
As a theoretical basis, the interpretation of ANT as a metaphysics by Graham Harman is cho-
sen. Based upon his interpretation, discussions upon some specific aspects emerged concerning
the interpretation of ANT as a metaphysics.
The family of languages chosen for study is of the statically typed functional language type.
This is partly based upon the narrators own experience with this family of languages. This has
been an influential factor in the case study, caused by a method of including the narrator as an
interpreting actant.
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Chapter 1
Problem Area
Programming languages (PL’s) are a comparatively new kind of language for humans to use —
and they are evolving towards being not only of a single type, but have developed into a wide
range of different programming languages; each leaning towards different design-patterns, ab-
stractions, syntax, division of labor between computer and programmer etc.
There are several factors that more or less influence the evolution of these different PL’s: the
physical computer architechture, the formalized theories that lie as a basis for the ’programming
paradigms’, the user base of a PL, the developers of a PL, the existing toolset etc.
What the PL litterature doesn’t seem to be talking very much about is the more ’soft’ factors
that influence the development of these languages. The reason could hypothetically be that there
is a tendency in the sciences to exclude what one would call subjective reasons, when arguing
for one ’thing’ rather than another ’thing’. More specifically the sciences in general distinguish
subjective from objective, in a dualistic ontology — and under this paradigm strives towards the
sciences as lying solely within an objective understanding.
Bruno Latour argues that we need to redefine both the human and the nonhuman actants
place within this world to not be mutually exclusive; but to act within the same sphere on an
equal footing. This view of his is related to his critique of the tendency in the natural sciences to
view conclusions based on their methods as being ultimate and unquestionable.
So in an effort to try to bring the human actant into a part of the equation of understanding the
evolution of PL’s — I will analyse a related source of human discourse and visuals, and apply
Latours monistic ANT to the subject of “what actants drives the development of PL’s?”..
1.1 Statement
What actants are influencing the evolution of programming languages seen from the perspective
of ANT?
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1.2 Method
The following is an argument for using ANT as a framework for analysis of the relevant actants/-
factors influencing the development of PL’s.
1.2.1 Theory choice
When reading litterature on programming languages, the human actor is rarely included explic-
itly in the argument for or against the languages design decisions.
This tendency I would argue is rather unfortunate, because it disables a common understanding
between programmers from differing paradigms or languages to understand each other directly.
Understanding could seem to stem mostly from experience of the individual programmers and
the communities, rather than from widely known teachings of the human’s role in relation to
programming languages structure.
By using Latours Actor Network Theory (ANT), you avoid the dualistic paradigm of object
versus subject. Latour redefines the object and subject as “living” on the same plane (Harman,
2009, pp. 54); in fact, he views them as the exact same thing — ANT is a monistic ontology.
(Harman, 2009, pp. 13)
This enables an analysis of the development of PL’s that both includes the human being as a
factor together with the PL abstractions, computer hardware, internet sites, cultural differences
and so on — which is a really powerful tool in understanding our current world of todays hybrid
networks of human and nonhuman actants.
1.2.2 Usage of ANT as a way of understanding and observing
Latours ANT has seen popular use in many different fields of study, as a framework for anal-
ysis. Though according to Latour’s own view upon ANT, there are some problems with these
studies use of ANT. First; ANT is not a framework (see Latour, 2004, pp. 64). Also it cannot
be “applied” to anything (Latour, 2004, pp. 62). Referencing the existing studies making use of
ANT, Latour criticizes most of them of still clinging on to the the dualist paradigm in speaking
of technology as socially constructed (Latour, 1994, pp. 54).
Though this last reference is dated now — the point still stands for me; I will strive to let Latours
monistic metaphysics lay the ontological foundation for thinking of the objects of this study.
Concerning the first two points though, Latour’s intention is not that his theory is not of any
use for study of the order of things — it is just that ANT for Latour is about how to study these
things (Latour, 2004, pp. 63); and the way is through observation. Another part of how to study
a subject, using ANT, has to be found by diving deeper into what Latour says about what a thing
is, how things relate to one another, what a thing can be and cannot be.
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To see Latour’s ANT as a metaphysics, has only recently been interpreted in a serious way
by Graham Harman (Harman, 2009). In his book Prince of Network, Harman lays out his inter-
pretation of Latour’s major works as a metaphysics.
The current study will seek to delve into this monistic actant-network world-view, and seek
to follow all the consequences when talking about and describing the actor networks of PL de-
velopment.
At the same time as this study is an “application” of ANT — it is also an explorative study of
how to use a world-view like Latours metaphysics in a field predating with a tendency of not
speaking about all the observable actants.
1.2.3 An explorative case study
I will be conducting an explorative case study (Yin, 2003, p. 6) of the ideals of development of
PL’s, with the purpose of applying the theoretical framework of Bruno Latours’ Actor Network
Theory, and within this framework recognizing the observable actants and their goals.
1.3 Glossary
Actant An actant is the only thing that really exists in Latours metaphysics. An event
without duration, that only exists throgh it’s relations, and in fact is equal it’s
relations.
ANT Actor Network Theory: The monistic theory of Bruno Latour applied in this re-
port. Latour jokingly states that a more proper name would be “Actant Rhizome
Ontology”.
FP Functional Programming: a programming paradigm based on the Lambda Cal-
culus, and has therefore roots in math. It is more declarative than the procedural,
imperative and object-oriented paradigms.
Hybrid A hybrid is an actant that is composed of other actants, human or nonhuman.
Jai A statically typed imperative language under development by videogame devel-
oper Jonathan Blow.
OCaml A statically typed functional programming language of the ML family of lan-
guages.
PoV Point of View: The world viewed from the position of an actant.
PL Programming Language
PR Pull Request: a term used on the code-collaboration site Github, used for refer-
encing developers new contributions to a collaborative code-base.
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Chapter 2
Theory
I have chosen to make use of Graham Harman’s interpretation of Bruno Latour’s works as a
metaphysics, from the book ‘Prince of Networks’ (Harman, 2009). I have though avoided his
own additions in interpreting ANT as an ‘object oriented ontology’, to not be mixing up ANT
with modifications upon it. This avoidance allows me to make use of Latour’s later works, like
his paper article ‘On Technical Mediation’ (Latour, 1994).
Harman goes through Latour’s works chronologically, through out which he builds up his
interpretation of ANT as a metaphysics. I will though more or less break this chronology, as
Harman’s interpretation, for our uses, is mostly consistent throughout; just attaining new angles
upon the same, and new abstractions within ANT.
2.1 The basic building blocks and rules that govern
There are some rules that cannot be broken at the basic level of ANT as a metaphysics. Though
these rules doesn’t neccesarily limit the basic elements of ANT in abstracting over these rules,
and interpreting reality through even more abstractions and dimensions (Harman, 2009, pp. 15).
‘Actants’ are the basic building blocks of ANT, nothing more nothing less. The characteristics
of actants are:
• Actants can not be reduced to anything else and they can not be deduced from anything
else (Harman, 2009, pp. 13).
• Actants are utterly concrete events (Harman, 2009, pp. 49), they only happen in an instant
and have no duration (Harman, 2009, pp. 17).
• They are autonomous forces (Harman, 2009, pp. 5) in an anarchic web of relations (Har-
man, 2009, pp. 16).
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• They are entirely characterized by their full set of features, and they are equal their relations
to other actants (Harman, 2009, pp. 17).
• An actant can not exist if it has no relations to other actants(Harman, 2009, pp. 15).
• All actants are initially equal (Harman, 2009, pp. 19) and all actants have power; else they
wouldn’t exist (Harman, 2009, pp. 22).
• Actants have no inner essence (other than their relations) (Harman, 2009, pp. 14-15). All
that an actant is, is it’s external relations.
• There is only one level of existence for actants; ANT doesn’t differentiate between human
and non-human actants.
This set of characteristics of actants is important to stay true to during any study that makes
use of ANT as a theory of how to observe and understand the actor network of the world. Con-
cepts like ‘time’ through duration, are fx not intrinsic in actants. Concepts are abstractions, and
therefore we need abstractions (invented by the observing actants) to speak about time (Harman,
2009, pp. 54) . One of these abstractions over the basic building block of ANT, actants, are
‘black boxes’.
2.2 Hybrids
Hybrids are defined as actants consisting of other actants (Harman, 2009, pp. 14-15). Graham
Harman actually ends up defining hybrids as equal actants (Harman, 2009, pp. 106), which
means that all actants are consisting of other actants.
I will in the chapter of theoretical discussion be discussing this definition of hybrids, and even-
tually be redefining it.
2.3 Translation and mediation
Translation is in Harmans interpretation of Latour equals ‘association’ between actants or ‘link-
ing’ (Harman, 2009, pp. 27 & 15). This process of translation is the application of force of one
actant upon another (Harman, 2009, pp. 35). There is, as with the rest of ANT, no differenti-
ation between human and non-human actants: “.. the relation between my mind and the room
is metaphysically no different from the relation between the computer and the desk within the
room.”(Harman, 2009, pp. 35).
Mediation is the situation of an actant ‘mediating’ another actant to a third. It is an actant
being an intermediary (Harman, 2009, pp. 15), but by being a mediator — this actant also
translates the applied force, because “... nothing is a mere intermediary.”(Harman, 2009, pp. 15).
Also, “[every actant] is a mediator, demanding it’s share of reality as we pass through it to our
goal.”(Harman, 2009, pp. 18).
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2.4 Abstractions over actants
Latour’s ‘black boxes’ are on the one hand a more loose concept compared to actants, and on
the other hand a more complex abstraction, as it is based upon actants and can act in even more
dimensions than actants; fx in time (see how ‘black boxes are stable substances’ Harman, 2009,
pp. 34).
A black box could be seen as an actants perception and abstraction over the surrounding
actant network over time. Because of black boxes having duration, it matters that they are not
seamless in their structure compared to actants (which become hybrids if they are are not seam-
less). Abstraction is a simplification of the surroundings by an actant, for it to be able to act
upon separate parts of these surroundings (Harman, 2009, pp. 54). Notice that it is an actants
abstraction of surroundings, observed through relations, again; humans have no special place in
ANT compared to non-humans (Harman, 2009, pp. 15-16) .
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Chapter 3
Theoretical Discussion
In this chapter I will discuss aspects of the metaphysics of ANT, including specifics of Graham
Harman’s interpretation. Also there will be a discussion on some of the methodological aspects
of how I will be applying ANT to the folling case study.
3.1 On Harmans interpretation
A questionable phenomenon in Graham’s interpretation of ANT is that all actants eventually be-
come to consist of other actants; they are all hybrids because black boxes are seen as equal to
actants (Harman, 2009, pp. 106). This conclusion is drawn by Harman from the characteristics
of black boxes, which can be opened to show the insides. This can be seen from his search for
an ANT edge-case; he comes to the conclusion that there is no smallest actant, so he concludes
that there is an infinite regress of actants containing each other (Harman, 2009, pp. 106).
I would argue that in this previous case, for Harman to come to this conclusion, Harman puts
himself in a position of being and all-seeing actant, which under the ANT metaphysics should be
very improbable. There could be a very specific reason for Latour not speaking of this edge-case
in the first place, and for not setting actants equal hybrids to begin with. Latour could be putting
himself in exactly the same position as his metaphysics suggests that a scientist should put him-
self in; as ‘just another actant’, who will never be able to see everything inside other actants, as is
a rule of ANT. The only way to know the existence of an actant is by observation of the external
effect of the actant (Harman, 2009, pp. 18).
It matters how you (as an actant yourself) chooses to see another actant. Actants could be ac-
tant networks themselves, but that fact is only observable by actants that are part of that network,
or if the observed actant is a hybrid by being observable as a hybrid. A revision of the concept
of hybrids follows.
In essence: I argue that ANT forces one into accepting oneself as an actant at the same in-
stant one begins to discuss what ANT is as a metaphysics. Otherwise the metaphysician defines
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herself as the creator of reality, with the power to see the fabric of reality from the outside. This
is never hinted as possible within the described metaphysics of ANT. The method prescribed by
ANT should be applied to the understanding of ANT itself.
3.2 Hybrids revised
According to Harman, hybrids equals actants, and actants equals black boxes (Harman, 2009,
pp. 106). The previous section’s conclusions, together with the following, is needed in order
to infer that hybrids in fact are not actants and black boxes. The metaphysics of ANT has an
inherent focus upon ‘point of view’ (POV). This is not formulated directly but rather indirectly
during Harmans interpretation, but it is an unavoidable characteristic of ANT.
Hybrids are actants composing other actants. Because of this, hybrids are actor networks
in themselves, because the contained actants relate to one another like the hybrid relates to the
surrounding actor network.
For actants to compose other actants; and for this collection of actants to be seen from the outside
as a hybrid — the composed collection needs to be observable from an outside actant as a com-
posed collection. If this is not the case it is not a hybrid from the POV of the observing actant; it is
just a simple actant. This leads me to the following fictional discussion of the opposite edge-case.
3.3 The other edge-case
The following is a fictional discussion of a ‘what if’ edge-case; the opposite edge-case than the
one Harman looked into.
As actants can not exist without any relation to other (external) actants, one might think that
if one were to see the ‘universe’ as one big actant, the universe would cease to exist! This con-
clusion could of course be overridden if it were possible for the universe to look upon itself; but
this defeats the characteristic of actants as being equal their relations.
The most dominating factor that makes this discussion fictive though lies elsewhere. It must
be, that to observe the universe as one big actant, one must be an external actant oneself, and
therefore the universe is not ‘one big actant’ anymore. This conclusion is based upon the deduc-
tion from ANT, that an internal composing actant can not look upon the containing actant as a
whole.
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Chapter 4
Case Study : The Actor Network of OCaml
Development
The explorative case study I’m about to commence is based on the promotional internet-site of a
conference introducing and discussing the paradigm of statically typed functional programming.
This case has been chosen because the promoted (and therefore positive) signals of the site, can
lead to an impression of the PL community’s own ideals, and therefore possibly also the ideals
driving the language development.
The typical place to conduct a case-study is ’in the field’ because there you often get ‘closer’
to the actants that you intend to study (which means fewer mediating actants in between the
observer and the studied actants); the ’field’ in this area of study majorly consists of mediated
discourse.
In this way, the ’laboratory’ of programming language development actually is mostly discur-
sive, communicated through research papers, books, online discussions, chat etc.
4.1 A promotional introduction to a programming conference
The homepage of the “Compose Conference”1 for “typed functional programmers”, is a site
containing practical information and a short introductory text to what the conference is about,
along with a collection of visual elements. The relevance of this ’site of study’ is argued for in
the following.
4.1.1 Relevance and angle
Relevance for the study of what drives the development of OCaml is based on the conferences
function of promoting and informing the target group about things happening in “typed func-
1http://www.composeconference.org/ — Date of access: 10. of December 2014
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tional programming” 2 which category OCaml is part of. As the goal of promotion must be to
excite the “listener”, a tactic of the promoter must be to (1) tell what distinguishes itself from
others and (2) tell what is the promoted actants strongest force, or at least tell what the promoter
believes sounds as the strongest force to the listener.
The first message is relevant because it puts the promoted actant in a context of competing
actants. We don’t just have one existing PL “to rule them all” even though this in some sense
could seem practical. The reasons for this diversity can be many, but a possible drive for diversity
could be differentiation itself; to stand separate in a context of many.
The second message I will call “belief of signaling the strongest force”. The relevance of this
point stems from the possibility of the belief of the promoting actant, of what is a strong force in
the listener, to be equal to what the promoting actant itself believes to be the strongest force.
In the case of this conference, the beliefs of the promoting actant must be the beliefs of the
community behind the conference. As the conference only is about “typed functional program-
ming”, the community behind must be “typed functional programmers” — and as they are both
speaking to other “typed functional programmers” and to new people to the paradigm, a majority
of this community must have relations to the core part the global “typed functional programming
community” — else they would be putting themselves in a position of power that they do not
deserve in the eyes of their colleagues.
As there is a tendency of honor, and to therefore not tell lies within this kind of community,
the promoters must actually believe that the strong forces that they promote must be the actual
strong forces of the promoted.
A limiting factor to this truthfulness might be, that a belief in the promoter, of telling the
listener of too complex forces, will be a bad tactic; complexity can be scary for a newcomer.
4.1.2 Focus and limitations of study
The site of the conference is a hybrid actant composed of a range of different types of actants.
The site must be a mediator of the stated goals of what the site informs about; the conference.
The goals of a conference is simply to mobilize human actants into a common spatial position,
where they all share the hybrid event together in a special way.
As of the site as an actant; it is situated inside the users browser-window of her operating
system of choice. Showed upon the users display of choice. These two “containing” actants are
uncontrollable by the site’s makers and will therefore not be part of the focus of this analysis, as
2This is a term showing up on the site itself — a more correct term would be “statically typed functional pro-
gramming”, but is probably too long to be “catchy”. The reason is that even dynamically typed languages are
‘typed’.
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the goal of this case study will be to find the actants that seem to be more or less consciously
controlled by the sites makers, through the makers action of constructing a messaging actant (the
site), which is meant to be seen by the human actants that the conference wants to mobilize.
The network of actants constituting the site must together be translating the sites makers idea
of a conference, and the conference is translating the goals of the makers of the conference. Be-
cause the intended goal of the conference (by the makers) is to inform and promote the “typed
functional paradigm” — the focus will be to look at what actants are mobilized within the site to
translate this message sent from makers to the human receivers. This message has a relevance in
the study of what is idealized within the specific PL community, and what is idealized is possibly
relevant for what drives the development of the PL.
A limitation of this study (and of all studies) as already talked about in section 3.1, is that the
whole actor network is not visible for the narrator. This is not such a big problem, because the
narrator serves as the receiver in this analysis, and the receiver of the conference-makers message
is a major part of the focus for this specific study.
A related limitation to this, is that when viewing an actor network from one position, and because
actants are equal their relations, the full nature of the observed actants cannot be observed from
this singular position. This is caused by the fact that the observed actants can have relations to
one another that are invisible as well.
Another limitation, is the human abstraction of perception of the world into ‘boxes’, under
ANT mostly called actants. This is a way of understanding the world, but is a simplification, as
is ANT.
4.1.3 Narrator as actant in target group
To be able to extract as much information as possible from these observable actants, the narrator
of this case study will have to become more of a translating actant himself. These cases, where
interpreting takes place, will be marked with <narrator translation>— so the reader of this report
is informed when the narrator believes that he possibly is a more influential actant than in other
cases. The information that can be extracted from this narrator-translation, is too important to
avoid, in trying to get at a more complete understanding of the site-makers intentions.
The relevance of the narrators interpretation is based upon the fact that the narrator is part of
the group that the promoters are targeting.
4.2 Observable actants
The site, in the way it is structured by it’s makers, must be directed mostly towards a specific kind
of human actant (<narrator translation>) which must be defined by it’s function (as a software
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developer) and common experience (of software developers).
In this way, the makers of the site are forming an organization of human actants, beliefs,
ideals, knowledge and technology. The software developers that the conference tries to mobilize
are hybrid actants; but we will at first speak of them as just actants.
Figure 4.1: The site of C◦mp◦se::Conference at the 12. of december 2014.
To be true to the way a visitor of the conference-site is viewing the site, I will list all the
(to the narrator) immediately observable actants, in the order that they were seen (<narrator
translation>). I will at first list these observed actants without speaking of their relations to
one another, but the relation to the viewing actant. Afterwards an analysis follows of how these
actants interact.
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Top image
Update: This image has been exchanged with a stylized image of New York city with the Statue
of Liberty in the centre, as of the 12. of December 2014.
The image at the top of the page with people sitting in rows at white tables, listening intently
(<narrator translation>), as they are all pointing their heads and bodies in the same direction.
It is slightly overexposed at the centre. The people are of differing ethnicities, sexes (<narrator
translation>) and ages. The narrator impression of different sexes seems to be translated by
several actants interplay:
• The men in the picture shows short hair.
• The only woman in the picture has long and thick hair and is close to the camera —
therefore standing out from the surrounding manly participants with short hair.
• Around the womans neck hangs a big blood-red scarf. The color red is one of the most
attracting colors for the focus of the watching human — especially in a context where most
other colors are white and cold.
• The wideangle lens actant of the camera is enforcing the effect that elements that are closer
to the camera seems bigger than elements further away3.
Together these actants that the image is mediating, make the impression of women as consti-
tuting a relatively bigger part of the audience than the actual count of women. This is because
the woman actant together with her distance to the camera and the field of view of the camera
lens, translates her as a bigger part of the picture than she is part of the count of people in the
audience.
Structural design of page
The differing visual actants are ordered in a kind of grid with invisible bounds. This speaks
“order” (<narrator translation>), and “cleanliness” (<narrator translation>).
Background colors
The background is white and light-grey. This also speaks “cleanliness” (note: the background
also changed after the 12. of december).
3A telephoto lens would have made elements seem more of the same size — a standard lens shows about the
same perspective as human vision.
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Title
The title is a hybrid actant. It is composed of the textual meanings, “Compose” and “Con-
ference”. Both words written with capital starting letter — a sign of “orderliness” (<narrator
translation>). The two “o”s in “Compose” are written with not a normal typography, but has
been exchanged with a mathematical operator actant. This mathematical operator has the mean-
ing of “function composition”4 in mathematical and functional-programming (FP) contexts.
Also the space in between the two words is exchanged with “::”. This is, because of the before-
mentioned operator (<narrator translation>) referring to a FP operator of “cons cells”5 that a
used in constructing lists (see Minsky et al., 2013, chap. 3).
Introductory text
The introductory text lives within the structural design, along with the other visual actants. It
is a hybrid composed of different types of words of differing meaning. In interpreting the text
separate functions of each paragraph is extracted:
1. Who is it for (“programmers”), what is it about (“typed functional programming”).
2. Differing organizations of actants, all partly human, tells about their experience of positive
effects of using “typed functional programming”. These positive influences are;
(a) “renewed belief”
(b) “beautiful code”
(c) “enjoyable programming”
(d) “practical programming”
In the end it is communicated that all types of programmers are invited to the conference.
3. This paragraph tells the message that the “about” of the conference can be “understand-
able” for many types of programmers. Also again; it is “practical” (<narrator transla-
tion>).
4. General information and closing rhetoric.
Colorscheme of buttons
The colorscheme of the buttons below the top image signals multi-ethnicity (<narrator transla-
tion>) (this is not the case when this actant translates the new top image), therefore signaling
“inclusiveness”, as the cliché of software development types (in the west) consists primarily of
white males (<narrator translation>). The reason for this interpretation for the narrator seems to
stem from the specific mix of yellow and green together with the (predating) top image (<narra-
tor translation>).
4http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Function_composition#Composition_operator
5http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cons
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PL logos
These are the logos referencing all the most popular statically typed functional languages. The
language OCaml is part of this set of PL technology references.
Modern scrolling effect
When scrolling the page, you see an effect of open slits that expose images of different situations
underneath, which also scrolls, but at a slower rate. This is a signature of modern webdesign; it
is not a rare effect, but though “stylish” and “modern” (<narrator translation>).
4.3 Discussion
In this study, the focus is on what can be identified about the makers of the conference-site’s
conscious/subconscious preferences by analyzing the site’s translations of these makers; and
from these filter and extract the opinions related to forces that drive the development of the PL’s.
The opinions relevant, are the ones that tell the communitys idea of the positive qualities
of “typed functional languages”, which OCaml is part of. There are possibly, and probabley,
more opinions to be seen through the sites translations than the specific opinions regarding PL
paradigm qualities, and therefore the filtering process is important; this will happen throughout
the discussion.
As part of this discussion I will also be regarding the opinions not directly related to PL
development, as there might be some connection between these ideals of the community, and
the PL paradigms qualities. Also, as this study as stated also is an explorative study on how
to conduct a relevant study using ANT, a discussion on certain important aspects of the ANT
metaphysics commences in the following section.
4.3.1 Concerning ‘representations’ and the synthetic dimension of time
The interplay of two of the visible actants, the predating “top image” and the “colorscheme of
buttons” became obvious when the “top image” was exchanged to a stylized image after the 12.
of december. There were an asian looking person and a african-american looking person in the
foreground of the predating image. The effect of the colors signaling multi-ethnicity was almost
gone (<narrator translation>) after the image was exchanged. The small effect that were left
could be an effect of the narrators memory of the earlier effect (<narrator translation>).
In this way the two actants, when reaching the mind of the narrator, translated each other
throgh the mind as a mediator. This exposes the nature of this way of studying a subject, when
also including the narrator as an actant. When analyzing a perceived artifact like this conference
site — actants don’t just exist in the containing display (where it is also possible for them to
interact); it is the representations in the mind of the narrator that we are looking at. This is what
it means that the sites actants in this case is translated by the narrator.
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There exist even more representations of the observable actants, wherein these representations of
actants can interact. E.g. in:
• the digital packet representation sent over the internet
• the internet-browsers representation
• and the graphics-hardware’s representation.
Actants are never seen directly, as Latour also states, they act at a distance, and in this anal-
ysis, they are translated many times, where there is a possible interaction between the actants
within each translation and representation in the mediator.
This can pose a problem for how sure we can be of the conclusions, so in the conclusion section
of this study, we will sort the subconclusions into ‘mostly narrator-translated’ and ‘less narrator-
translated’ sections.
Latour doesn’t speak of representations in his metaphysics, as actants only are their relations
— there is no inner essence. Representations are though a fact of information transfer through
different protocols. In this way, representations are just actants composing new actants with one
another, and for Latour, this would just be an abstraction over the reality, where representations
doesn’t have a direct connection with their abstracted source of information.
This is also obvious from the fact that actants doesn’t have duration (Harman, 2009, pp. 29),
so representations for the Latour are totally new actants, but that doesn’t stop us from abstracting
over duration and representation under ANT (see about actants shift in time Latour, 1994, pp.
24); the important thing is to know that this is an abstraction over the ANT view upon reality.
Through this abstraction, you add the temporal dimension to ANT, as a synthetic dimension.
An important questions arises from this; is the whole of a metaphysics not synthetic from the
point of creation, as it is constructed by an actant, with the goal of understanding the world; gen-
erally through abstraction and therefore simplification by ‘putting the world into boxes’? (see
humans and boxes Harman, 2009, pp. 37) If this is the case, then the rest of ANT is just as
synthetic as abstractions over ANT; very much like when composing abstractions upon other
abstractions in software development.
ANT is a way of understanding and observing, and a useful one at that, but it will never
run from the syntheticness of human understanding; which luckily is not what it tries to do, as
actants always act at a distance (Harman, 2009, pp. 47-55), and therefore will never get to any
‘core truth of matters’.
4.3.2 Top image, structural design and colors.
The white/blue dominating colors of the image, together with the site’s background colors, the
structural design of the page and the top image containing people sitting in orderly fashion in
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rows, translates into the narrator impressions of “cleanliness” and “orderliness” (this happens as
an interaction between the beforementioned narrator representations). This also happens with
the updated ‘top image’ of the site — where the stylized vector-drawing of New York city cen-
tered around a stylized statue of liberty also signals beforementioned signals, together with a
new signal: “stylishness”.
These could be ideals of the makers of the site (or ideals they want to signal that they include
as their own to the receivers) — but as if they are ideals of the overall PL community is hard
from the available data to extrapolate. This observation nevertheless seems to have some rele-
vance concerning PL ideals, as will be seen in the following discussion including the title hybrid.
Seen from the earlier analysis of the predating ‘top image’, the representation of women at
the conference is translated by the narrator as being more extended than in count of people. As
this image cannot be from the conference, as images always document the past, not the future;
one cannot say if women at the compose-conference is a bigger/lesser part of the collective, than
in the image.
The reason for the women as becoming an influential actant could be grounded on a subcon-
scious or conscious choice from the sites makers. Maybe to let women feel welcome (<narrator
translation>) or to make men feel more interested in coming to the event (<narrator transla-
tion>).
As this point with women is probabley not directly influential on the forces that dirve PL devel-
opment (<narrator translation>), there will not be concluded further on this.
4.3.3 The title and math
As noted in the description of the title as an actant, the use of capital letters also signals “orderli-
ness” (<narrator translation>). The more actants that translate a specific signal, the more likely
it seems to be relevant.
This relevance of “orderliness” could also be related to the functional (and partly mathemat-
ical) syntax that the title translates. Both the ‘compose operator’ and the ‘cons operator’ of the
title refer to the functional paradigm specifically, as these two operators are not seen in the same
form and pervasiveness in other paradigms, even though they can be defined semantically in
these too.
The relevance is seen through the syntactical tendencies in the “typed functional paradigm”
of “conciseness” (Minsky et al., 2013, chap. 5) and “declarativeness” of code, which are ideals
shown through the practice of the paradigm.
These two tendencies together form the impressions of “cleanliness”, “orderliness” and “stylish-
ness” (<narrator translation>), which in this context is not practical ideals, but seems more ab-
stract. Also, the concept of “purity” (see Minsky et al., 2013, chap. 8 pp. 1) in “typed functional
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languages” is pervasive: another (practical) ideal that through the narrator translates to “cleanli-
ness” and “orderliness”.
Under this observation, the narrator as an actant, seems to be having a composing part being a
memory (as an actant), influencing the narrator interpretation of the perception of the conference
site; and under this influence of experience, is recognizing the beforementioned tendencies in the
conference sites actants. The narrator seems to be a powerful actant in this analysis.
4.3.4 The introductory text and ideals
This hybrid actant of introductory text seems (to the narrator) to stand relatively separate from the
other visible actants on the site, and the following discussion will therefore focus on discussing
the internals (the composing actants) of the text.
The second paragraph of the text seems especially relevant for finding the (described) quali-
ties of the “typed functional paradigm”. These qualities also seem mostly directly related to the
human feelings about programming in this type of PL. Even though it is a promoting site, and
the “stronges perceptible forces” of the PL’s are therefore only positive; could this collection of
references to human feelings not be referring to some of the ideals driving the development of
the PL’s?
Ideals of the “typed functional programmers”, yes, but ideals of development; we cannot say
from the data available here. The human-feeling-related forces of the paradigm were “renewed
belief”, “beautiful code” and “enjoyable programming”.
A seemingly reinforcing factor of this reports statement, is that the writers of the introductory
text argues for these “strongest perceptible forces” by referring to the programmer-collectives
experiences, by writing “For many of us it has renewed our belief...”.
This factor is based on the fact of lacking reference to theory; a theory of “human enjoyability
of programming” or of “human perception of beauty in code” is not the foundations for the con-
ference sites writers statement. Theories and studies with foci like these, should be prioritized to
be able to drive PL development even more consciously.
‘Renewed belief’ seems to be referring to other PL paradigms. If there is any re-newed belief;
it must have happened before. This referenced ‘before’ could refer to software developers use of
“object oriented programming” as a paradigm. This paradigm, together with it’s internal model
of mostly ‘imperative programming’ could be what is referred to, as impurity through lots of
“program state” and therefore complexity (for the programmer) has been criticized strongly (see
‘Out of the Tar Pit’ by Moseley and Marks, 2006).
Hence, the beliefs should have existed with the earlier more popular paradigms, which can
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lead to the derivation, that humans have not changed ideals, but is searching for tools (PL’s) that
live up to their ideals for human well being while programming.
‘Beautiful code’ is an interesting concept. Is beauty something that the whole human race
can agree upon? I think not, but there are sometimes tendencies fx of some works of art to be
more generally accepted by humans as beautiful (<narrator translation>). But as the individual
humans perception, feelings and interpretation, probabley always will have a major influence
upon ‘what is beautiful’; this statement of beauty from the writers, is more of an ‘inviting gesture’
— “come see the same beauty that we see” (<narrator translation>).
This invitation can also be inferred from the writers notion of ‘many of us’, as this means
not neccesarily everyone. This notion might just be caused by not wanting to talk on everyones
behalf, if not much study has gone into the fact if everyone actually thinks the “typed functional
code” is beautiful.
There is no specific reasoning in the text of why the code is beautiful, it is written as part of
the ‘renewed belief’. This belief, together with ‘beautiful code’, seems to suggest that it is some-
thing to strive for; and ideal. This is also the case with the other stated human related qualities
of the paradigm.
Because everyone doesn’t neccesarily think the same things are beautiful, one could argue
that PL’s overall are not supposed to cover everyone, if we think that every programmer should
think that his PL of choice is beautiful. This means that the kind of beauty referred to in the text,
is not a universal beauty, but a collective opinion of the PL sub-community using, and possibly
developing, the language.
It would seem that there might be a connection between the earlier observed signals of the
conference site, and this notion of beauty. “Cleanliness”, “orderliness”, “purity”, “conciseness”
and “stylishness” are some of these terms. Beauty could in this definition be containing these
other actants, without telling anything about it. The probability is there because the same humans
that make the site, probabley are the programmers that liken the paradigm as beautiful.
‘Enjoyable programming’ is another ’soft’ quality. It could be related to beauty, but it has
some other connotations. As the act of programming is a dynamic process — normally with a
goal of making a program that ‘does something’; ‘enjoyable programming’ could refer to “eas-
iness” of writing code and changing existing code. It could also refer to “freedom” for playful-
ness. As of the narrators experience with “typed functional programming”; this freedom is quite
different than the freedom found in other paradigms (<narrator translation>).
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‘[O]nce considered advanced [— now] understandable’ is referring to the theoretical con-
cepts of the “typed functional paradigm”. This can be influenced by two primary abstractioned
factors;
• humans have become better at understanding the theory
• the theory is made more understandable today than it was before.
These are qualitiy-refactorings of the two relevant actors: the programmers (hybrid actants of
technology and experience) and theory (an actant acting as a representation for some reality).
From the conference site alone, how these quality-refactorings are distributed, is not shown.
4.3.5 Reflection upon study
It became observable in the discussion that we were abstracting over time as we were abstract-
ing over ’representations’ of actants. This extends to the conclusion that time is an important
dimension, even though synthetic under ANT. How this aspect of the metaphysics of ANT has
influence upon the exact analysis, didn’t come to show in this study, but would could be an inter-
esting topic for further study.
The before mentioned ‘representations’ are also important in themselves. It would seem that
the the problem of actants being able to interact at different abstracted ‘planes’ in time, through
differing representations, very much complicates analysis, and makes it even harder to conclude
anything about actants in their ‘original form’.
This study in this way has some downsides, in the complexity upon which to conclude. But
it also has a positive side, in that the concept of ‘promotion’ to the general PL community is a
special case, where ideals might be communicated differently than internally in the PL commu-
nity.
Upon studying the case of developement of PL’s further, a range of other interesting sources
could be:
• PL development discussions about new features (pull requests).
• Research papers on PL feature propositions.
• Different PL paradigm discussions on development compared.
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4.4 Conclusions
As for what was not concluded; there were not found any signs as to if the ‘differentiation’ of
the PL paradigm itself were an important factor for the community in question.
It was concluded from the observed elements of discourse, that the the human ideals were
referenced in a way where they could be understood as having been the same in the past; even
though the conference is promoting a paradigm that is ‘new’ to the primary masses of program-
mers. The elements observed, that were intepreted as being ideals for the sub-community were
“renewed belief”, “beautiful code” and “enjoyable programming”.
Programmers seem to be searching rather per intuition and sub-community experience, than
per common conscious study. This process could be be made more productive by having more
studies that in a circular ‘feedback-loop’ with the programmer community could make the dis-
cussion of ideals for PL development more fruitful.
The statement of this report was therefore reinforced by that lack of reference to theory as
the basis for the argument of why the specific paradigm brings forth the stated human feelings in
programmers.
The most redundant signals throughout the analysis that were not referenced in the discourse
of the introductory text of the conference-site were: “cleanliness”, “orderliness” and “stylish-
ness”. It was also concluded that there were a specific signal observable, translated through the
intermix of actants and the narrator as translator; “inclusiveness”. It is unknowable if this also is
related to the PL communitys ideals in general, but it is probabley more an ideal of the confer-
ence makers specifically (<narrator translation>).
‘Beauty of code’ was inferred as an ideal of the programmer community in question, but it
were also concluded that as beauty doesn’t have a fully universal definition, different subjects of
beauty could be a useful aspect of programming to study further.
Specifically to the sub-community of ‘typed functional programming’, “cleanliness”, “orderli-
ness”, “purity”, “conciseness” could all be aspects, defining the perception of beauty.
Concerning the method of applying ANT, the concept of time were discussed, and it was
concluded that time is as synthetic abstraction over the basic metaphysics of ANT. The influence
of this conclusion is open for further study.
Also it was seen that actants are not only translated by other actants — these translations, to-
gether with the abstraction of a the temporal dimension, were seen interacting with each other as
representations, at each level of translation. This could mean that the concept of representations
could be seen as translations added the dimension of time.
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Appendix A
Compose Conference Introductory Text
Date of access: 10. of December 2014
Compose is a new conference for typed functional programmers, focused specifically on
Haskell, OCaml, F#, SML, and related technologies.
Typed functional programming has been taken up widely, by industry and hobbyists alike.
For many of us it has renewed our belief that code should be beautiful, and that programming
can be as enjoyable as it is practical. Compose is about bringing together functional program-
mers of all levels of skill and experience — from technical leads to novices, and from long-time
hackers to students just getting started.
Our experiences have shown that the theoretical can be put into practice with great success,
and that topics once considered “advanced” can be made understandable and spread widely. For
example, type systems, often considered complex, can simplify our lives by teaching compilers
to do some of our reasoning for us.
Compose is about learning together— sharing knowledge, insights, techniques, and some-
times just awesome things we made. The conference will be a three day event, beginning with a
Technical Keynote talk on Friday night, by Dr. Stephanie Weirich on the fundamentals of depen-
dent type theory, made easy. The second day will be composed of invited and submitted talks,
covering a range of topics and technologies of interest to functional programmers. Sunday will
be organized as an unconference and collaborative code-in, with time to meet people, hack on
projects, or attend both organized and improptu workshops and tutorials. This is our first year
and space is limited, so register soon!
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